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Construction –  

1. This Guide is a catch all for all the odd jobs that occur for exterior carpentry. The general topics 

of sheeting walls, building roofs, etc all have their own guides. Those guides should be used for 

those tasks or tasks that are associated with those major tasks. But, inevitably, there are other 

exterior carpentry tasks. Some of these are repairing something that was done wrong. Some of 

these are finish-up tasks where a prior team left some small things to be done later.  

 

This guide can’t give the step by step on building the “unknown” thing. All this is is a place for 

all the safety concerns for normal exterior carpentry. For example, power tools, ladders, 

scaffold, etc 
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Safety 
 

5 Fall From 
Height 

Scaffold collapses or worker 
falls off scaffold while doing 
siding, caulking, painting 

Inspect scaffold at start of day. Insure guardrail 
and all X braces are up, all legs are properly 
adjusted, no excess wear and tear on the 
decking. If, after these checks, scaffold is still 
wobbly, find a way to tie the top off to some 
secure structure. Sign off on the scaffolding 
inspection log 
 
If possible, use extension ladder (preferably 
those with top hooks) to climb into scaffold. It is 
much easier to enter scaffold from extension 
ladder than climbing onto scaffold deck from 
scaffold's integral ladder. At the 2d level, enter 
through the safety rail end where the lower bar 
has been re-welded lower.  
 
Be sure the safety chain spans the opening on 
the panels at the end of the scaffold  
 
Caution workers to avoid distractions so they 
don't take step off edge.  
 
Caution workers to minimize movement around 
on the scaffold. 
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6 Fall From 
Height 

Fall off scaffold while 
assembling  or disassembling 
scaffold 

A "regular volunteer” or supervisor who is 
trained as an OSHA scaffolding competent 
person is  clearly in charge and giving direction. 
He/she is one of the two up top while raising or 
lowering scaffold.  
 
The largest risk is when person climbs onto the 
deck of 1st or 2nd course in order to raise the 
frames for the next course (or guard rail). For 
that moment, he/she is not protected by any 
guard rail.  
 
It is under evaluation if a small SRL should be 
attached to the top of the lower frame as fall 
protection. That probably would be ineffective at 
1st level, but would probably be effective at 2nd 
level.  
 
 

 

7 Fall From 
Height 

Fall from ladder set on porch 
or garage roof to do siding, 
soffit, painting, etc on area 
above porch or garage 

A fall arrest anchor must exist overhead. 
Typically, this is a nylon strap looped around the 
gable or rafter tail above the work area. 
 
Workers must wear fall arrest harness and be 
tied-off to this anchor. 
 
As possible, nail a cleat to the roof to better 
prevent the bottom of the ladder from sliding 
out. 
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9 Fall From 
Height 

Fall from ladder set on 
ground to doing siding, 
painting, etc 

Scaffolding should be used instead of ladders 
whenever possible.  
 
The largest risk of serious injury is tall extension 
ladders.  As necessary, dig out dirt under high leg 
to level the ladder. Set ladder at 4:1 angle (4’ up 
for every 1’ out from wall) 
 
Worker must have 3 points of contact (typically 2 
feet and 1 hand). Use hooks for paint buckets.  
 
Do not reach out too far left or right. Reaching 
too far can lead to you falling off the ladder or 
tipping the ladder over. Climb down and move 
the ladder to where you where reaching 

 

44 Struck By Nail gun Safety Glasses Required 
 
All guns must be in single shot mode. No bump 
fire guns 
 
Air hose must be disconnected during any 
servicing, unjamming, etc 
 
Never shoot toward yourself or anyone else.  
 
If you must hold one of the pieces of wood being 
nailed together, be sure your hand is at least 1 ft 
from the shooting tip of the gun 

 

46 Struck By Power tools sawdust or other 
objects shot toward eyes 

Safety Glasses required with any power tools 
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47 Tools - Hand 
and Power 

Circular Saw - wood propped 
between 2 supports, cut in 
the middle, blade is pinched, 
kickback causes injury 

When using a circular saw, short end of the cut is 
left to fall away. Do not make a cut in-between 2 
supported ends. If someone is holding the drop-
away end, he/she must lightly support it, letting 
it sag as the cut is made 
 
No cutting with wood propped over a worker’s 
foot or supported by hand. 

 

48 Tools - Hand 
and Power 

Circular Saw - arms, legs etc 
too close to cut 

Common practice among carpenters is to 
support the cut with their foot. This is not 
accepted practice at Habitat. Cut to be done on 
saw horses or otherwise supported away from 
body 

 

50 Tools - Hand 
and Power 

Miter saw - one hand pulling 
trigger on handle, other hand 
too close to cut zone, hand 
cut 

If necessary, switch hands so hand holding the 
material is well away from blade. Do not trim 
very small pieces. Cut a new small piece for a 
larger piece that will allow you holding hand to 
be far away from blade. 

 

I have heard and understood the briefings on how to use the tools required for this activity. I have heard 

and understood the methods we use to do this activity 

Date ___________________________ 

_________________ Instructor  Name    _________________________ Signature 

_________________________ Name    _________________________ Signature 
  


